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NEW, COMPLETED & ONGOING WORKS

The ICM Group with enthusiasm announces the award in Austria of the doubling of the Linz-Wels railway 
line, Lot 3.4. The customer is ÖBB (Austrian Railways) and the amount is close to 50 million EUR.
Congratulations to those who contributed to this important victory that allows us to consolidate our 
presence in the Austrian market!

LINZ-WELS RAILWAY LINE 
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We completed in record time the construction of the logistics hub of about 40,000 m2 at Ardea (Rome) 
on behalf of P3 Logistics Park, which started in July 2021, worth about 40 million EUR.
The building, where the Amazon company has established itself, was designed with a view to reducing 
environmental impact and will therefore obtain the BREEAM Excellent certification. Sincere congratulations 
to all those who have worked hard without hesitation and whose experience and talents made it possible 
to achieve this challenging goal!

A LOGISTICS HUB IN ARDEA
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AUSTRIA – A26 “LINZER AUTOBAHN” 
MOTORWAY 

The works related to the important Austrian project “A26 Linzer Autobahn, first milestone” motorway are 
moving forward very well. This project consists of two lots, one for the construction of a four-lane cable-
stayed bridge over the Danube, being 385 meters long, and one for the construction of the connecting 
tunnels, on the north and south side of the bridge, for a total length of about 3.3 km. A compelling work, 
carried out by a set of motivated people and a group of resolute companies, of which ICM is the agent. 
Here below there is a video on the progress of the project!

Watch the video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=1v5Zs6KbzUw&feature=youtu.be
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Here below there is a nice video about the extraordinary project we are carrying out in Africa, near Nairobi.
A challenge for tomorrow, as it is a smart city where the terms “sustainability” and “sense of community” 
will find an actual realization. Enjoy the continuation!

Great teamwork is driving forward the starchitect Renzo Piano ambitious project, the CERN Science 
Gateway, involving ICM and Cimolai companies with their many collaborators, who, day after day, allow 
this idea to become a reality. Soon the five buildings will host, among other things, a conference hall, an 
exhibition hall, and a restaurant. Come on guys!!! 

“TECHNOPOLIS” KONZA SMART CITY 
KENYA

CERN SCIENCE GATEWAY

Watch the video

https://www.gruppoicm.com/images/video/Konza_March_2022_hd.mp4
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HIGH SPEED ROUTE SEGMENT

The construction of the Milan-Verona HS/HC route segment continues steadily through the Cepav2 
Consortium (of which ICM is a member with a 13,64% share), on behalf of RFI (Rete Ferroviaria Italiana). 
The entire work, currently among the largest being carried out in Italy, represents a great amount of 
experience for the ICM Group in both technical and organizational terms.

Here are some figures:

Main line: 112 km

“Slow” line interconnections: 27 km 

for a total of about 139 km distributed as follows:

-Embankments 74% (102.87 km)

-Viaducts 8% (11.12 km)

-Natural tunnels 5% (6.95 km)

-Artificial tunnels 8% (11.12 km)

-”U” shaped walls/trenches 5% (6.95 km)

Here below there is a meaningful video shot on the occasion of the “Safety Day”

Watch the video

https://www.gruppoicm.com/images/video/tav-22.mp4
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VICENZA RING ROAD
In May, the Ambrosini underpass, part of the work on the Vicenza ring road, first section-first segment, 
was opened to traffic on behalf of Anas SpA. Another important piece of the SP 46 (Provincial Street 46) 
variant project, which affects the municipalities of “Vicenza” and “Costabissara” and is the completion of 
the ring road in the North area of Vicenza.
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NEWS

NEW PRESIDENT AND 
MANAGING DIRECTOR FOR 
INTEGRA SRL1
Integra Srl, an ICM Group company operating in the field of services and 
systems for environmental protection and natural resource conservation since 
1983, has a new President and Managing Director, Mr. Alessandro Caviezel.
His statements after this important appointment are: “It is truly a welcome 
return, but with an eye toward the future and the new challenges that await 
Integra and the entire ICM Group”. Congratulations and the best of luck!
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Here are five young people who have joined the company with 
enthusiasm and a desire to learn: CATALIN BODEAN, GIACOMO 
CREMONESE, BEATRICE MURGIA, PAOLA BOLOGNA e FILIPPO SERTOLI. 2

CATALIN
Purchasing Department Officer

“Relationships have to be managed with 
care, and putting oneself in the shoes of 
others today is more crucial than ever; trust 
in any relationship helps make processes 
smooth and better”.

Catalin won the Italian championships in the hammer throw specialty and finds sport, with its values, to 
be an excellent metaphor for a successful working life: organization, time management, determination 
towards the set goals, and loyalty. He is a guy who always aims at giving his best to achieve satisfaction and, 
gradually, tasks of greater responsibility. In the company, he is in charge of the supplier qualification, with a 
focus on purchases related to technology and IT systems. He addresses everyone in a polite and proactive 
manner, and a kind and cooperative attitude comes back to him from his colleagues. Catalin truly believes 
that communication is about putting the people we interact with at ease and giving the right value to those 
in front of us, including using an appropriate language. Good luck then for a bright and rewarding future!
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BEATRICE
Estimates Department Officer

“I deem my strengths are being responsible, 
precise and humble. Instead, I am aware 
that I need to improve on the concept of 
flexibility”.

Beatrice is a young girl who will soon experience life at a construction site, especially following the technical 
side of it. After a degree in Civil Engineering from the University of Padua, with a focus in “technological 
design and building restoration”, and an experience of study abroad in Prague, she is ready for this new 
adventure! She will try her hand at an ambitious job, which she has already been involved in, in terms of 
the design process, its improvement, and coordination with various architectural and design firms. Within 
the Company she fit in smoothly from day one, appreciating her boss ability to give confidence to young 
people and impart knowledge to them. Beatrice has a seraphic and calm disposition, and she will certainly 
bring harmony and balance within the team being created for this important challenge. Congratulations!

GIACOMO
Plants and Systems Department Officer

“I think that error is an inherent element of 
the learning process and, if accepted and 
analyzed, it can prove to be a treasure full of 
opportunities”.

Giacomo graduated from the University of Bologna with a degree in Electrical Energy Engineering and, 
since a few months ago, he has joined our Group following live several important Italian construction sites 
with reference to both design and implementation aspects. It is precisely in reference to the latter, he 
says, that we become well aware of problems that were previously unnoticeable on paper, which require 
inventiveness to find the most suitable solution. His managers are teaching him a lot in the mechanical 
and electrical field, and he is happy to learn something new and exciting every week. He looks forward to 
gaining more and more experience and autonomy over time so that tomorrow he can get to manage a 
frontline construction site; in the meantime, he trains himself in terms of patience, listening and mediation 
skills, as well as undoubtedly valuable skills to reach the goals he has set for himself. All ahead full!
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PAOLA
Order Administration

“Life on a construction site is unimaginable 
unless you experience it: very dynamic, 
engaging, concrete. The relationships that 
are formed are genuine and constructive!”.

Paola graduated with a degree in business administration from the Turin University before landing 
at one of ICM most prestigious foreign construction sites: the CERN Science Gateway in Geneva. The 
project is signed by the starchitect Renzo Piano and consists of the construction of the new visitor center 
(including an auditorium dedicated to Sergio Marchionne) and the creation of a forest. Her role is within 
the administrative area and she now handles the various accounting activities with ease. She is happy with 
the working environment that has been created within the construction site in progress, which she goes to 
every day with serenity, helpfulness to others and calm. She is learning to put herself more and more on 
the line by bringing all her reflective spirit and thoughtfulness to the table.
Dear Paola, we wish you all the best!

FILIPPO
Document Controller

“I enjoy this experience abroad a lot, and 
with responsibility and pragmatism, I put the 
best I have to offer into service!”.

After studying in Rome at La Sapienza University, with a degree in Civil Engineering and a Master Degree 
in Transport System Engineering, Filippo landed at ICM directly within an electrifying, multi-faceted and 
very challenging project: the CERN Science Gateway in Switzerland. The construction site is progressing at 
a rapid pace, in partnership with Cimolai, and day by day we can see its evolution, through the buildings 
that are being created, a walkway and a “tube” that will represent the accelerator and host exhibitions and 
displays. Fillippo has been getting to know many new friendly people during the last months, with whom 
he is forming a close-knit group. Each week he discovers new aspects to manage (related to the design, 
red tape, and planning field), from which he is learning important lessons. He absorbs knowledge like a 
real sponge and tries to assimilate everything at the speed of light. Strong Filippo, you are doing very well!
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ICM MALTAURO 1921-2021
THE CULTURE OF BUILDING

On May 27, the volume “ICM Maltauro 
1921-2021 La Civiltà del Costruire” (ICM 
Maltauro 1921-2021 The Culture of 
Building), a book outlining the 100 years 
of our Company, edited by Paolo Madron 
and published by Marsilio Arte, was 
presented at the Olympic Academy in 
Vicenza. During the evening, sponsored 
by the Olympic Academy, the aim was 
to think about the characters and 
performance of Vicenza industry in the 
long run, starting from our corporate 
reality that from its origins in Recoaro 
has established itself over the years on 
the national and international market. A 
thriving development, made possible by 
the many people who have dedicated 
themselves to attain growth and success. 
The awareness of our past and the 
extraordinary wealth of the technical 
and production knowledge accumulated 
so far leads us to look confidently to the 
future, to better meet the challenges 
of innovation, sustainability, and social 
responsibility.

3
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THE MINISTER DI MAIO 
VISITS SMART CITY KONZA

The Minister of Foreign Affairs Luigi Di Maio on the 14th of June visited, 
together with the Minister for Innovation and Young Policies of Kenya 
Joseph Mucheru, the construction site of the “Smart City” of Konza, the 
first technological and sustainable hub that we’re proudly building at 70 
km from the capital Nairobi and which, when finished, will extend over a 
total area of 2000 hectares.   

4
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NEW RECRUITS

NOME FUNZIONE PROGETTO/SEDE SOCIETÀ

ALICE AIROLDI MANAGEMENT CONTROL 
OFFICER MILAN COIMA GIOIA 20 ICM

GISELLA ALESSANDRI PREVENTION AND 
PROTECTION SERVICE OFFICER LEONARDO DECIMOMANNU ICM

SAMIA AZABI ADMINISTRATION OFFICE HEADQUARTERS ICM

SALVATORE BUONO CONSTRUCTION SITE 
ACCOUNTANT LEONARDO DECIMOMANNU ICM

ION CAP MARI WORKER FACTORY SIPE

ALESSANDRO CAVIEZEL PRESIDENT AND MANAGING 
DIRECTOR HEADQUARTERS INTEGRA

CHRISTIAN CONSOLI CONSTRUCTION SITE 
ACCOUNTANT MILAN COIMA GIOIA 20 ICM

MARCO FAROLDI FOREIGN COUNTRY MANAGER HEADQUARTERS ICM

SALVATORE FICHERA CONSTRUCTION SITE 
ACCOUNTANT LEONARDO DECIMOMANNU ICM

ALESSANDRO 
FITTIPALDI

CONSTRUCTION SITE 
ACCOUNTANT NAPLES COURT STATION ICM

FABIO IELPO CONSTRUCTION SITE DEPUTY 
MANAGER MILAN COIMA GIOIA 20 ICM

FABIO ITALIANO SITE CIVIL WORKS ASSISTANT CERN SCIENCE GATEWAY ICM

ENRICO LANUTI IT MANAGER HEADQUARTERS ICM

LEONARDO LENTI PURCHASING MANAGER 
CENTER - SOUTH OF ITALY AREA OFFICES IN NAPLES ICM
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NEW RECRUITS

NOME FUNZIONE PROGETTO/SEDE SOCIETÀ

ANDREA LUCCARDA PREVENTION AND 
PROTECTION SERVICE OFFICER HEADQUARTERS ICM

BEATRICE BARBARA 
MURGIA

CONSTRUCTION SITE 
TECHNICAL OFFICE EMPLOYEE HEADQUARTERS ICM

VINCENZO OTTAIANO CONSTRUCTION SITE 
TECHNICAL MANAGER NAPLES COURT STATION ICM

MANUEL PIVOTTO ADMINISTRATION SUPPLIER 
MANAGEMENT OFFICER HEADQUARTERS ICM

PATRICK RAMUNNO HSE MANAGER ASSISTANT CERN SCIENCE GATEWAY ICM

FLAVIO REXHA WORKER FACTORY SIPE 

CLAUDIO RUSSO CONSTRUCTION SITE 
TECHNICAL OFFICE EMPLOYEE NAPLES COURT STATION ICM

SILVIA SAURINI HR DIRECTOR HEADQUARTERS ICM

FEDERICO VENDITTI CONSTRUCTION SITE 
TECHNICIAN

GENOA FRAMEWORK 
AGREEMENT ICM

We thank you for joining our Group and wish you all the best for a successful career!
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